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ABSTRACT 
Simulation modeling allows engineers to create a replica 
of a manufacturing system, and evaluate the potential 
performance. Computer simulation has been used since the 
early 1960' s, but the mainframe computer time required to 
run most models was too expensive for many simulation 
appli·cations. Today, simulation modeling is prevalent in 
many manufacturing environments as personal computers can be 
used to run most simulation models. I 
·~ ) 
The number of available simulation languages has grown 
in parallel with the market for simulation. A wide range of 
alternative features has accompanied the increasing number 
of software packages. This variety coupled with a quickly 
changing market has made it difficult to select simulation 
software. 
This study identifies and analyzes performance factors 
for microcomputer based simulation languages, and reports 
the evaluation of software for five simulation languages. 
An overview of simulation is given, and issues relating to 
implementing a simulation language into the manufacturing 
environment are discussed. The benefits and limitations of 
1 
.:? 
XCELL, PCModel, GPSS/PC, SLAM II/PC, and SIMAN, are 
reviewed. Finally, an evaluation compares the simulation 
languages through scoring in each of the identified 
performance factors, and their ability to model a given 
manufacturing situation. 
The simulation languages were given a score based upon 
the performance factors developed in this report. The 
language with the greatest ability to adapt to different 
needs and programming level of the users scored highest. 
Weaknesses in the lower scoring languages were found to be 
I 
an inability to achieve the level of detail required, and a 
lack of support packages to help the modeler verify and 
present the model results. A summary of the scoring is 
given below. 
XCELL 
PCModel 
GPSS/PC 
SLAM II 
SIMAN 
-
-
-
-
-
2 
810 
830 
928 
962 
1328 
.. 
.. 
I Introduction/Background 
I. 1 - Introduction 
Simulation modeling is now a widely used tool for 
manufacturing systems analysis. To reduce manufacturing 
lead times, and remain competitive, a tool is needed that 
permits analysis of manufacturing alternatives before 
production begins. Simulation modeling can be used as an 
analytical tool for examining proposed changes to an 
existing system, as well as a design tool for investigating 
performance before a system is built. 
In a Business Week [31], Port and Wild estimate that the 
annup.l outlays for simulation software will triple between 
1986 and 1990 to 60 million dollars. As the number of 
simulation languages available for the microcomputer has 
increased, the variety of simulation features offered by 
software companies has also increased. A potential 
simulation software user must analyze the performance 
factors of the software relative to available alternatives, 
and future needs. 
Because of the variety, and the quickly evolving 
simulation market, it is difficult to make comparisons among 
software packages. This thesis identifies and analyzes 
performance factors for microcomputer-based simulation 
3 
,. 
languages. Additionally, an evaluation is to be performed 
by comparing the ability of each software to model a 
standard manufacturing situation. To provide the reader 
with a basis for understanding simulation concepts, an 
overview of simulation is included. The components of 
simulation models are described, and issues relating to 
implementation of languages into the manufacturing 
environment are discussed. 
The performance factors that should be used in analyzing 
a simulation software package for present and future use are 
discussed. The test model used for a comprehensive analysis 
,. 
is described; the test description used to evaluate the 
XCELL, PCModel, GPSS/PC, SLAM, and SIMAN simulation packages 
is outlined; and a brief description of the software 
including perceived benefits and limitations is given. 
Finally, the strengths and weaknesses of each package are 
discussed along with future simulation improvements. 
I.2 - Why Simulate? 
The cost of installing new manufacturing lines has 
increased; special purpose automation equipment, automated 
material handling, and the accompanying computer support 
needed to integrate manufacturing operations are expensive 
items. Todays new factories do not have the low and 
incremental initial investment and high flexibility afforded 
4 
,. 
p 
by earlier stand alone machine tools. It is therefore 
necessary to study as many design alternatives in as little· 
time as possible before major investments are committed. 
The benefits of simulation include [Ref 5 pp 4]: 
Enhancing the Design Process - by allowing the 
architect of a manufacturing system to compare 
several al terna ti ves. 
Reducing Installation costs - by ensuring that the 
design of the manufacturing system will fulfill the 
required objectives before the system is 
implemented. , 
Identifying Manufacturing Performance Measures - by 
changing simulation inputs and observing the 
resulting output an insight can be gained on which 
I 1 I I 
variables are the most 1.mportant for manufactur1.ng 
efficiency, and how these variables interact . 
., 
Real Time Control - through the use of simulation 
models to improve shop floor scheduling, and output 
predictions during non-steady state production. 
Forecasting - simulation models can be used to 
forecast future developments and analyze 
manufacturing strategies during machine breakdowns. 
' 
Understanding the system - in modeling a system the 
modeler learns the details and intricacies necessary for 
accurate representation of the system. Problems and 
incorrect procedures, that may normally go undetected, 
are discovered when modeling a system. 
5 
The disadvantages of simulation include: 
Time - the time needed to develop a model can become 
substantial. If the goals and outline of the 
project are not well defined, the simulation model 
can become "all encompassing" and the modeler will 
not focus on the original problem. 
Misapplication - Simulation is sometimes used when 
simple mathematical techniques will suffice. Analytical 
techniques often take less time to develop, and have the 
accuracy needed to analyze simple systems. 
Non-Validation - Simulation results can be taken out 
of context and misrepresent the system being 
modeled. Validation is the process of comparing 
real output data to simulated output data to see if~ 
the model is representative of the system. 
These disadvantages are often a result of misuse of 
simulation software, and improper training of users. As 
most manufacturing companies and users of simulation have 
discovered, the benefits far outweigh the disadvantages. 
The ability to lessen risk in the design, implementation, 
maintenance, and operation of production facilities easily 
overcomes the risk of improper use of simulation. 
6 
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II simulation overview 
II. 1 - Introduction 
Before identifying performance factors for simulation 
languages, the major components of simulation modeling will 
be discussed. The system and model concept, as well as the 
use of discrete and continuous modeling, are outlined. 
Using these concepts, the framework of simulation languages 
along with the modeling and verification process for 
simulation will be explored. 
II. 2 - Systems and Models 
In order to resolve problems using simulation, it is 
necessary to understand the systems to be simulated, and how 
the model relates to the system. Pritsker and Pegden [23] 
define a system as "a group of objects with some 
interdependence that are joined together for the purpose of 
study. " A system can be affected by changes occurring 
either within or outside the boundaries of the system. When 
these changes occur outside the system they serve as inputs 
to that system. The boundary of the system may be physical, 
however Banks and Carson of Georgia Tech University [ 4 J 
stress that the boundary should be defined by how changes 
affect the system, and whether these changes should be 
7 
I 
\} . 
I 
modeled inside or outside the boundary of the system. Where 
the system boundary is drawn depends on whether the modeler 
wants changes to be isolated from the system and act as 
inputs, or whether the changes are included as interacting 
events in the system. For example, when defining the model 
of a manufacturing system, if the s~les of the product are 
t:D' 
considered as inputs to the manufacturing system, the 
modeler will not include a cause and effect relation of 
sales to manufacturing within the model. It is only 
required that the modeler include a description of predicted 
sales, which acts as input to the system. 
A model is defined by Banks and Carson [4] as a 
representation of the system for the purpose of studying the 
system. For most studies it is not necessary to consider 
all the details of the system in the model. Thus a model is 
not only a substitute for the system, it is often a 
1 
) 
simplification of the system [23]. The components of a 
model include entities, attributes, and activities. An 
entity is an object of interest in the system such as a 
person in a queue, or workpiece being machined. An 
attribute is a descriptive property of an entity such as the 
age of the person, or a workpiece part number. An activity 
represents a specific time period. 
Schmidt [25] defines the state of a system as "the 
8 
,I 
collection of variables necessary to describe the system at 
any time during the simulation run.'' Possible state 
variables for a job shop include the number of idle 
machines, or the number of jobs waiting in a queue for a 
machine. Activities within the model that change the state 
of the system are termed events. Possible events in a 
manufacturing model include the arrival of a new job, a job 
being finished, or the breakdown of a machine. 
II.3 - Discrete vs. Continuous Simulation 
'According to Averill Law of Arizona State University 
[15] systems can generally be categorized into two types 
based on the flow of entities through the system. ''Few 
systems are wholly discrete or continuous, but since one 
type of change dominates most systems, it will be possible 
to categorize a system as being either discrete or 
continuous." A discrete event simulation model is one in 
which the system state changes only at a set of finite 
points in time, called event times. A bank is an example of 
a discrete system where the system state changes when a 
customer arrives, or a teller goes on break. In continuous 
event simulation the variability is time dependent, and thus 
the state changes with the clock [4]. A example of a 
continuous system is a ch~mical processing plant where 
material flow are variables that change with time, such as 
gallons/minute. 
9 
Models of job shop manufacturing, retail stores, and 
traffic systems are represented with discrete simulations. 
A discrete event model of a system is constructed by 
• • • G defining the events where the system state will change, and 
building a model for the logic associated with each event 
[22]. Events are scheduled to occur at specific instants in 
time during the simulation. The system clock that keeps 
track of arrival times, processing times, etc. is only 
advanced when events occur. System behavior is simulated by 
changes in the state of the system that occur as events 
happen. 
Examples of continuous simulation applications include 
chemical reactions, hydroelectric dams, and biological 
systems. A continuous system is one which the state 
variables change continuously over time. The system clock 
is continuously updated. The state variables change 
continuously with the clock, an events occur with clock 
changes, not at random times as in discrete simulation. 
There are situations where combined discrete and continuous 
simulation must be used to represent a system accurately. 
The difficulty in modeling such systems is in showing the 
interactions between the discrete and continuous components 
of the model. 
10 
II.4 - Stochastic and Deterministic Models 
Simulation models that contain no random variables are 
classified as deterministic. Deterministic models have a 
I 
knqwn set of inputs which result in a unique set of outputs. 
Arrivals are deterministic if they occur at a· scheduled 
times and contain no deviations.· A stochastic simulation 
model has one or more random variables used within the 
system. Random inputs lead to random outputs and can be 
considered as estimates of the true characteristics of a 
model [5]. Thus most situations require stochastic 
simulations, as most events that occur within the system 
cannot be predicted with precision, and occur with some 
degree of randomness. 
There can be many causes of variation within the model. 
For example, the time it takes a repair person to fix a 
machine may be a function of: the complexity of the 
breakdown, maintenance personnel skills, availability of the 
correct tools, etc. To the model builder, these variations 
appear to occur by chance and the repair time cannot 
accurately estimated by a single number. However, 
I 
statistics can be used to predict the variability which 
occurs in such situations. A model which samples variables 
from a probability distribution may be used to represent the 
time to make the repair. 
11 
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An appropriate statistical model can be developed by 
sampling the phenomenon of interest. Then, through educated 
guesses the model builder would map the data to a known 
distribution form, make an estimate of the parameters, and 
then test how good a fit has been obtained between the 
actual data and the distribution curve. Software packages 
that automatically fit probability distributions to observed 
data such as UNIFIT [16], provide accurate distribution 
selection, and relieve the time consuming tedium of fitting. 
data to distributions by histogram analysis. 
II.5 - Language Frameworks 
There are two types of frameworks currently being used 
by most simulation languages. In the framework developed by 
Zeigler and Oren [21] a fundamental distinction is stressed 
between the system model and the experimental frame. The 
system model describes the static and dynamic 
characteristics of the system such as the flow of entities 
or jobs through a manufacturing line. In comparison, the 
experiment frame defines the operational parameters, such as 
arrival distributions and random breakdowns, under which the 
model is run. The experiment frame specifies the randomness 
and statistical distributions the model needs to emulate 
real world conditions. Under this framework a given model 
may have different experimental frames so that different 
simulation runs with different arrival distributions, 
12 
-·· 
processing times, etc. can be run by changing only the 
experimental frame. 
The second type of framework was developed at IBM and 
implemented in the GPSS simulation language by Geoffrey 
Gordon [6], this combines the model and experiment file into 
one program. This combination performs the same functions 
as the Zeigler and Oren framework, and usually requires less 
time to develop and run one program, but offers less 
flexibility when running different simulation experiments. 
II.6 - Model Verification and Validation 
Since simulation is an exercise which can rely upon 
statistical sampling, it is important to statistically 
interpret and validate the results. Model verification and 
statistical validation will improve the credibility level of 
the model, and ensure that the model will be adequately 
interpreted for decision making. Verification involves the 
determination of whether the model performs in the manner 
intended by the user. This verification is often performed 
by tracing the flow of entities through the model, or by 
\ 
analyzing a computer animation that graphically depicts the 
sequence of events in the simulation. 
Statistical validation determines whether or not the 
model adequately describes the behavior of the system. 
13 
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While the verification is based upon a comparison of model 
results with those expected by the analysts, validation is 
the comparison of the model results to ensure statistical 
significance. This stage is often overlooked by the 
simulation modeler. Because no model is totally 
representative of a propd·sed system or a system under study, 
the data must be analyzed and the inherent errors taken into 
account. 
The validation process can be aided by using the 
statistical analysis and graphical output capability of the 
simulation software. Many'simulation packages can generate 
confidence intervals and the graphical output needed for 
model validation. 
II.7 - Graphical Animation 
The use of animation to accompany simulation has grown 
rapidly in the past few years, from a presentation aid to an 
enhancement for all stages of model development. Static 
graphics such as plots, histograms, and bar charts have been 
employed for years as standard practice in analysis and 
presentation [12]. The recent advances in computer 
animation have enhanced many phases of modeling including: 
(1) Debugging 
(2) Verification 
(3) Communication 
14 
Since animation is simply a graphically depicted 
sequence of events occurring in the simulation, it provides 
an informative, user friendly tool for debugging and 
verifying models. Figure 1 shows an animation plot from the 
SIMAN/CINEMA animation software .. The capability to follow 
Fig. 1 - SIMAN/CINEMA Animation 
several entities simultaneously as they travel through the 
system permits a rapid understandipg of entity interactions 
or events [12]. Complicated inter~ctions among entities in 
F 
a model are often difficult to grasp when working solely 
with an output list of event occurrences. But, as Smith and 
Platt [28] stress, the animation does not eliminate ·the need 
I)' 
for statistical validation, but it does serve as a useful 
tool for augmenting these methods. 
15 
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Ensuring that' model represents the real system with 
fidelity is a complex task that includes verification of the 
model concept, data, and operations. Animation can provide 
a vital link between the simulation modeler and system 
expert. The system expert who is providing information for 
the modeler can ensure that the model is an accurate 
representation through visual inspection of the animation, 
instead of attempting to analyze the code and output data. 
Since the objective of many modeling efforts is to 
provide information for decision making, it is critical that 
the information appears credible during a presentation. 
Eric Johnson of Stanford University [12] states that 
"animations greatest contribution to the simulation process 
comes during the presentation process." Through dynamic 
movement and color, animation can portray the intricacies of 
system interaction never captured fully by static graphics 
and written text. 
Animation can a~so be used to show operators how their 
actions affect others in the system. Effective 
communication is obviously linked to credibility. Animation 
provides effective communication needed to sell ideas on the 
shop floor. 
16 
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II.8 - Steps in Model Building 
To analyze the benefits of a simulation package the 
steps used to build an effective model should be understood. 
These basic steps as listed by Banks and Carson in their 
book '' Discrete Event simulation'' [ 5] are: 
1) Problem Formulation. Clearly define the problem and 
ensure the problem is understood by policy makers . 
Outline the system to be studied, including criteria for 
comparing alternative scenarios. 
2) Setting Objectives. Identify objectives which 
indicate the questions to be answered by the simulation. 
Determine whether simulation is the proper tool to solve 
the problem. 
3) Data Collection. Gather information· about currently 
operating manufacturing lines. Include data on 
equipment, operators, maintenance, and the process 
parameters such as mean time between failures, and the 
distributions that match arrival times. The appropriate 
model can be chosen after the data is collected. 
4) Model Construction. Construct the model with the 
involvement of the end user. This will enhance model 
quality, and increase the confidence of the user in the 
application of the model. Generally start with a simple 
model and build toward the complexity desired. 
5) Input Data Validation. Validate all input data by 
consul ting people who are familiar with the operations 
of the system such as operators, supervisors, and 
manufacturing engineers. These same people should also 
· be consulted during the model building process. "··"·,·· 
17 
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6) Model Verification. Verify that the model is a true 
representation of the system through graphical 
animation, histograms, and model tracing. 
7) Simulate Alternatives. Analyze alternative 
situations with the simulation model. Decide on the 
appropriate length of the simulation runs (time), length 
of system warmup until steady state, and number of 
replications for statistical validation. 
8) output Data Analysis. Use statistical methods suc.h 
as hypothesis tests to ensure the validity of (Jslle 
system. If the data is not statistically valid"1t is 
insignificant, and the model should be analyzed to 
determine sources of error. 
9) Analyze Alternatives. Compare results of different 
scenarios and determine best design based on project 
objectives. 
10) Documentation. Document the model, assumptions and 
the results, and implement the final decision. 
•· 
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III - Performance Factors 
III. 1 - Introduction 
This chapter identifies both subjective and quantitative 
performance factors for evaluating simulation languages. 
The subjective factors are those based upon the opinions of 
different users. The quantitative factors can be 
numerically evaluated such as the number of compiling steps 
or time to run a simulation model. It is important to keep 
in mind throughout this report that the ranking of 
subjective factors will vary with the need of the individual 
user. 
III. 2 - Model Building 
Building a simulation model can be time consuming and 
frustrating for the model builder. The difficulty in 
building a simulation model is a function of the 
flexibility, modularity, syntax, and compiling ease of a 
simulation language, this will be discussed below. 
III. 2 .1 - Flexibility 
There are two ways in which a model is created in a 
simulation language. In the batch mode, the entire model is 
entered and saved before being checked for spelling, syntax, · 
/ 
• 
and procedural errors. The advantage of usinq this mode is 
·"" in the time saved when a user enters a model, because the ' 
user does not have to wait for system prompts or error 
checking at each word. In the interactive mode, the system 
prompts for information on preformatted screens. Spelling 
and syntax mistakes are eliminated as the user inputs the 
program through real time error checking, or prompting the 
user for formatted statements. This mode is particularly 
useful for novice modelers who are unfamiliar with the 
simulation language. 
In recent years there has been a growing number of 
simulation preprocessors on the market that produce 
simulation models for specific problem types [9]. These 
special purpose simulation systems can model a narrow class 
of problems with relative ease, but the modeler is 
constrained to stay within that specific class. At the 
opposite end of the spectrum is the general purpose 
simulation system in which almost any type of problem can be 
modeled. The general purpose languages require more time 
and expertise to build models. As with most software 
packages, the· trade-off is often between ease of use and 
flexibility. 
III.2.2 - Modularity 
Modular programming links interrelated individual units 
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of the simulation model to form a complete program. Modular 
, programming has several advantages. Firstly, modular 
programming breaks down the entire program into manageable 
units that can be developed independently. Another 
advantage is that the units can be easily removed from one 
program and reused in other programs. 
> ) ) 
,, 
A B C 
A B C, 
Fig. 2 - Horizontal Modularity 
Al A2 
Bl Bl 
l -------
Fig. 3 - Vertical Modularity 
With horizontal modularity, the units can be debugged, 
compiled, and run separately before they are linked into a 
single program. Fig. 2 is a representation of a 
horizontally modular programs. The subprograms A, B, and c 
can be compiled and run, before being linked together to 
form the complete program. An example of horizontal 
modularity is breaking the program into subprograms, such as 
J 
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in FOR.TRAN or PASCAL, and compiling and running the 
subprograms before they are joined with the main program. 
It is easier to debug small units separately with this 
setup, than to debug the whole program at once. Vertical 
modularity divides the program into sections based on their 
f.;unction. Fig. 3 is a representation of a vertical modular 
program, where section B can be run with parameter Al or A2. 
An example of vertical modularity is separating the model 
and parameter sections as discussed in chapter 2. The 
advantage of this setup is that different parameter sets can 
be used with one model. 
Another feature that affects model building is the type 
of editor used to create the mod~l files. Some languages 
provide their own editor while others depend on commercial 
editors such as XEDIT or WORDSTAR. An internal editor 
eliminates the need to buy an additional editor, but the 
user won't have the option of using the editor of his 
choice. 
III.2.3 - Syntax 
The syntax is the spelling and punctuation form in which 
elements must be entered to create statements. A good 
syntax scheme should be readable, writable, and unambiguous. 
A program is readable if the underlying structure of the 
program and statements is apparent from an inspection of the 
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text. A readable program is also self documenting, in that 
extra documentation written to explain the program is not 
essential for a user to understand the program. 
Some simulation languages have features which allow 
program statements to be made synomonous with user 
identifiable words. An example of this is the GPSS command, 
STORAGE ( 2) , which can be converted into a word that is ,,an 
easier to understand such as CNCBUFFER. Throughout the 
program the modeler can replace the command STORAGE ( 2) with 
CNCBUFFER, and thus create a program that is easy to follow 
and understand. 
The ease of writing a program is also dependent on a 
good language syntax, which should allow declarations to be 
flexible, and not require the programmer to look in the 
users manual for the farm of each statement. Ambiguous 
syntax which allows different interpretations of the same 
word or phrase should be avoided. A good syntax scheme will 
facilitate rapid development of the model, and reduce 
compilation errors. 
III. 2. 4 - Compilation 
Once a program is written the statements are compiled in 
order to convert them to binary strings that can be read by 
the computer. The number of steps required for compilation 
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' will be dependent on the simulation language. Some 
simulation languages require that modular programs be linked 
after compilation. It is desirable that there be a small 
number of compilation steps to minimize the possibility of 
,· 
typing errors and reduce programming time. 
III.3 - Model Debugging 
A model with correct syntax can compile and link without 
diagnostic errors, but may still produce invalid results due 
to logic errors. Debugging is the process of isolating and 
correcting these logic errors. Ideally it should tell us 
concise information about the error, in which line the error 
occurred, the cause of the error, and suggest ways .in which 
the error can be corrected. Descriptions of frequent causes 
of error should also be documented in the users manual. 
Another important feature for debugging is the 
simulation trace. A partial trace, as shown in Fig. 4, 
generates a report detailing all operations occurring in the 
model, and the movement of entities between these 
operations. The key to debugging is to determine what is 
happening at critical points in the model. The trace 
function, combined with an Interactive Debugger discussed 
below, lets the modeler follow the flow of entities through 
the critical points. 
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!, 
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• I I I delayed 1n the cycle for 18 O time uni ts. 
Part 3 is created at time 6. o 
Part is assigned attribute ( 2) = 1 
Part enters the queue, where it accesses the 
closer machine 
Delay by processing of 10 .13 time uni ts 
Closer machine capacity of 2 is reached. 
Fig. 4 - Partial SIMAN Model Trace 
An interactive debugger allows you to interactively 
monitor and control execution of the·simulation so that 
errors can be isolated and corrected. A "what if'' analysis 
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can also be made by changing such system variables as 
processing parameters, machine capacities, and material 
handling velocities during the execution. The modeler will 
be able to stop the simulation in the middle of a run and 
step through the execution one step at a time to view system 
variables, make changes in the model, and resume execution. 
The true benefit of this feature is the time saved by not 
recompiling the whole model after changes have been made. 
III.4 - Statistical Processing 
As discussed in chapter 2, the outputs from a simulation 
model are probabilistic, and therefore statistical 
interpretations about them are required. Statistics 
commonly of interest are the time spent in the system by the 
entities, the time spent in a queue, number of entities in 
that queue, and the utilization of machines. Most 
simulation packages will calculate the minimum, maximum, 
average of time dependent variables, and standard deviations 
of these averages. 
In generating output for analysis, the simulation 
modeler cannot simply run a simulation for a somewhat 
arbitrary length of time, and then interpret the output as 
~ 
the "true" system. Instead the modeler must specify the 
accuracy for review of the results. To specify the 
accuracy of the simulation results, a modeler will need to 
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' perform hypothesi·s tests on the difference between two 
means. The modeler may also want to conduct a simple linear 
regression to estimate the relationship between a single 
independent variable, and a dependent variable. 
\ 
In the cases of both standard output analysis, and non-
standard analysis of statistics unique to a given model, the 
simulation language should have the capability of generating 
statistics and performing the statistical operations. The 
alternative of manually performing such operations may 
result in increased errors, or analysis not being performed 
because of the tedious nature of statistics. 
III.4.1 - Graphical Analysis 
Graphical depiction of output is useful for appreciating 
the relative magnitude of results. Bar-charts, histograms, 
and correlation graphs that are performed within a 
simu·lation software are used to interpret results quickly. 
An example shown in Fig. 5 plots a histogram of simulating 
the average time in the system for jobs during a test. The 
system is a non-terminating system in that there is no one 
terminating event that defines the end of operations. For 
this example the WIP will still be there when operations 
stop for the day and begin the next morning. Therefore the 
bias int~oduced into the model before the operations reached 
steady state must be removed. The line plot in Fig. 6 
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depicts the oil level for start-up operation of a refinery 
storage tank. The oil level during time ''To•• should be 
', 
removed from the statistical analysis because it does not 
represent steady state operations. This routine truncation 
would be more difficult to perform through numeric analysis. 
The simulation software should allow the user to perform all 
of these functions without exiting the package. 
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III.5 - Animation Capability 
The benefits of animation, and their application to;) 
model verification and validation were discussed previously 
in chapter 2. This section will focus on the interaction of 
animation with the simulation mo·del, how fe-atures of 
anim'ation enhance this· interaction, and the levels of 
animation capability. 
III.5.1 - Model Interaction 
Most simulation/animation interactions require that 
animation commands be embedded in the simulation program. 
This requirement often detracts the attention from building 
the model for statistical analysis, to building the model 
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for animation viewing. Although animation of the simulation 
model can aid in debugging and verification, statistical 
verification is still required. The simulation model should 
be able to be built without special consideration as to 
whether it will be run with an animation. A benefit of this 
separation is that the animation will support the 
simulation, but not become an integral part of the model 
development. 
Another benefit for this separation is that the 
simplifying assumptions made in the development of a model 
of a real system become readily apparent in an animation 
[10]. Consequently, there is a temptation to add 
unnecessary detail to the model to produce a more lifelike 
animation. The model should contain only significant 
elements with a level of detail that is sufficient to meet 
the stated objectives of the analysis. Otherwise, the over-
detailed model will require excessive CPU time to run, and 
greater model development effort. 
III.5.2 - Runtime Features 
Many of the initial applications of animation graphics 
to simulation required that the output be postprocessed. 
This post animation stores the detailed movements of 
entities in a trace file, and then the animation "plays 
back" the movement of the entities. More recently, software 
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has been developed to make the animation displayable 
concurrently with the simulation. In this "real time" 
animation, the user can stop the animation/simulation while 
it is executing, make changes, and continue running. 
While most animated systems favor the latter approach, 
the level of interaction varies between packages. Other 
runtime features which should be considered include: 
Delay Time - The lag time for changes that are made to 
the simulation model to be reflected on the screen in 
real time animation varies among software packages. 
Step Function - The step function causes the animation 
to be advanced one step at time. When coupled with an 
interactive debugger this feature is very useful in 
model debugging and verification. 
Time Advance - Time advance allows the simulation to be 
run for a set time without updating the graphics screen. 
The simulation runs faster without the animation, and 
when this time period without animation is complete the 
screen is updated to the current simulation state. 
Speed - Speeding up or slowing the execution of the 
simulation/animation by scaling the viewing time to 
reflect real world situations. 
Printing - Obtaining a hard copy of the animation time 
during the simulation. This is a very important feature " 
for generating reports, and the print ca.pabilities 
should be compatible with line plotters, laser, or dot 
matrix I)rinters. 
Viewing Statistics - Displaying statistics on the screen 
concurrent with the animation, through bar-graphs, pie 
charts or other formats. 
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Snapshots - Saving the current system status and 
graphics screen can be stored on disk and recalled to 
restore the state of the system to the point where the 
snapshot was saved. 
III. 5. 3 - Layout Development 
The majority of animation layouts are defined by static 
and dynamic objects. Static objects farm the layout 
background and the portion of the layout that does not 
.. change during the animation. The dynamic objects within the 
·layout are superimposed upon the static background, and 
represent the objects in the system that change size, 
location, color, or shape during the execution of the 
simulation. 
Graphic displays are characterized as being either "bit 
mapped" or character graphics. In bit mapped systems an 
entity is drawn through pixel representation, and high 
levels of detail can be achieved depending on the resolution 
i of the graphics screen. In character graphics systems the 
entity is represented by ASCII characters. For example, 
with bit-mapped graphics an AGV might be represented by a 
,I 
true pixel representation of the vehicle, while character 
graphics might represent the AGV by the letter "A". Bit 
mapped graphics convey much more information to the viewer, 
and are useful as a demonstration or explanatory tool. Bit 
mapped graphics however, are generally more expensive, and 
the level of detail provided may not always be necessary. 
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When choosing between character and bit mapped graphics, it 
should be stressed that bit mapped graphics can always 
revert to the level of detail that character graphics offer, 
but character graphics can never attain the level of detail 
afforded by bit mapped graphics. 
Other features that ease the job of developing layouts, 
and increase the modeler's capability of producing realistic 
animations include: 
Hand Held Mouse - Menu driven screens, similar to the 
ones used in commercially available CAD software, and 
used with a mouse, are the easiest method of developing 
a graphics layout. 
Graphical Diversity - A variety of arcs, boxes, splines,'' 
colors, text fonts and sizes, and line widths available 
adds to the diversity and realism of the animation. 
Zooming - The capability to explode portions of the 
layout for detailed editing. 
Panning - For large scale models the animation may be 
too complex to fit on the screen all at one time. 
Panning provides the ability to bring up different 
I I portions of the layout. · 
CAD Interfaces - It is particularly convenient to input 
layouts from CAD drawings that already exist on other 
graphics packages. This saves the model builder time, 
and ensures the level of accuracy contained in the 
original layout. 
III. 6 - Interfaces 
· To increase the detail of the simulation model, and 
expand the data handling capabilities of a simulation model, 
"' 
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it is often necessary to interface the simulation model with 
user written subroutines or other software packages. This 
section will discuss the benefits of interfaces between the 
simulation language and other software packages, along with 
subroutine development in a simulation language. 
III.6.1 - Software 
Situations occur in simulation' modeling where interface 
links to other software packages become necessary. Examples 
of these situations include: a link to a database to input 
I 
process data, a scheduling software that inputs data from 
the model and outputs a sequence for parts flow, and a 
PASCAL program that runs a linear programming based 
optimization routine. Simulation software should be 
compatible with as many languages and software packages as 
possible. While FORTRAN may be the best language for 
mathematical computations, the language "C" is better for 
machine control and a machine language interface. The 
simulation software should be able to support both 
scenarios. A software package should also be examined based 
on the flexibility of the interface. A simulation language 
J'l 
that requires extensive user programming to output data to 
another package, or only allows characters input from 
another package to be read in strict formats will require 
more programming time. 
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III.6.2 - Subroutine Development 
Another consideration for language interfaces is the 
support for user written programs written in the software 
~ 
code language. Since most simulation languages are written 
in FORTRAN, subprograms can be written and compiled without 
going outside the software. Some simulation languages 
provide subprogram libraries with FORTRAN based commands 
that allow for model control, and statistical generation 
within the user written subprogram. These features increase 
the speed of the simulation runs when using subprograms, and 
ease the programming requirements of the modeler. 
III.7 - Situation Capabilities 
This section will discuss the capabilities of simulation 
languages in modeling situations which are commonly · 
analyzed. Some languages are better suited to model 
particular situations. because of extensions added to the 
language, or built in flexibility. The situations examined 
here include material handling, network analysis, continuous 
simulation, and scheduling. 
,, 
III.7.1 - Material Handling 
John Apple, author of "Plant layout and Material 
Handling" [2] asserts that a major cause for delay in 
manufacturing operations is related to the transporting of 
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jobs from one work center· to another. Additionally he notes 
that the material management function can easily account for 
50 to 70 percent of the production activity. Many 
simulation languages do not have the capability of capturing 
the desired detail of the complexities inherent in automated 
material handling systems [7]. This detail is lost, and the 
model's validity is lessened. 
The following describes some of the problems in modeling 
material handling systems,· and features of simulation 
languages that ease the task of mbdeling such systems. 
Distances and Velocities. Some simulation languages 
require the user to define distance traveled between 
areas as delay time. However, the velocity may be dyna~ic for a material handling vehicle. It is 
therefore convenient to allow the user to define distances between two points as in Fig. 7, along with 
the velocity, acceleration, and deceleration of the 
material handling device, and let the simulation language calculate the travel time for the devices. 
FROM 
Distance 
in Feet 
Tool l 
Inspection 
Shipping 
Tool l 
0 
96 
17 
: TO 
Inspection 
60 
0 
7G 
Fig. 7 - Distance Table (Ft.) 
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Conveyors. Because of the combination of discrete and 
continuous characteristics, conveyors are difficult to 
represent accurately in a simulation model. Few 
simulation languages offer material handling features, 
while most languages provide no constructs for 
conveyors, and require the user to manipulate standard 
elements for accurate conveyor representation. 
Collision Prevention. During debugging and verification 
an automatic collision detection and prevention device 
eases the amount of programming required, at the expense 
of a slightly slower modeling and animation. 
Control Logic. Selecting and dispatching a material 
handling device may depend on priorities used in the 
control strategy. Selection rules embedded into the 
simulation language such as smallest distance to a 
station, least utilized vehicle, and user defined rules 
make control logic easier to simulate. 
III. 7. 2 - Network Analysis 
Computer network performance is measured through average 
delay of message during transfer, variability of message 
delay to measure network stability, and lost messages due to 
overcapacity of finite queues [8]. A simulation language 
should support the probability distribution functions, such 
as Poisson distributions, that accurately generate the 
arrival rate of incoming messages. The information 
contained in the "header" of the message such as the source, 
destination, and message size is represented by attributes 
in the simulation, and a flexible attribute system that can 
quickly change attribute assignments is necessary to 
simulate networks. 
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III.7.3 - Continuous Modeling 
Models of continuous systems consist of a relationship 
expressly for the state of the system over time. The 
relationships involving the rate of change of a variable x 
over time are represented by differential equations of the 
form "dx/dt". It is impossible to model continuous systems 
if a simulation language does not include integration 
capabilities for solving differential equation elements. 
Because of the non-linear equations used in the model it is 
necessary to have functions that can gather time dependent 
variables with integration methods. 
III. 7. 4 - Scheduling 
Many everyday production problems may not be solved 
accurately by the classical "optimal seeking'' algorithms of 
operations research. While simulation models may not 
provide the optimal solution, they can be utilized to 
determine advantageous batch sequences, while still 
accurately representing the manufacturing system [ 17] . 
Rather than input the entities (jobs) randomly into the 
model, for determining schedules it is ·beneficial to have a 
method to input jobs according to user defined rules. These 
scheduling rules include earliest due dates, shortest 
processing time, or first in first out. The priority 
machine selection operating rules, and rules for selecting a 
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job from a queue are often included in simulation language, 
and make analyzing batch sequences much easier. 
III.a - Hardware Requirements 
As the speed and memory for personal computers has 
increased, simulation languages have been developed to take 
advantage of their flexibility and widespread use. 
Simulation became affordable to users who could not justify 
allocating costly mainframe CPU time for simulation 
modeling. Today, as simulation languages have become more 
powerful and have increased their hardware requirements, 
users are moving towards dedicated desk top workstations 
that offer the performance of a mainframe, with the ease of 
"\__/ 
use of a personal computer. 
When analyzing a simulation software package it is 
important to match the software's hardware requirements to 
the user's available hardware. It is also important to 
analyze the user's potential hardware needs, and whether the 
simulation software will run on this hardware. If it 
doesn't, does the software company have plans to develop a 
version to support that computer configuration? In the 
past, how long has it taken for the company to introduce new 
versions that run on improved hardware and updated operating 
systems? With the pace at which computers are being 
improved it is necessary to ask these questions. 
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Another consideration is whether to buy the software or 
lease it on a yearly basis. Some software companies sell 
microcomputer versions of their simulation software, while 
requiring mainframe users to lease their product because of 
multiple users. Site licenses are also available if the 
simulation software is to be widely used in the company. 
Leasing software may be best for companies who are just 
developing their simulation needs, and are unsure of their 
long range simulation requirements. For companies with 
established simulation departments, committed to the mid-to-
long range use of the software, purchasing may be the best 
. 
option. 
~ 
,/--./ 
Many of these hardware issues are also applicable tg" 
/, 
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animation. Specialized video display uni ts are req9-f red 
some simulation animations to capture the full deta~-J. of 
model. Mice may also be required to develop animation 
layouts and use pull down menus. If the animation is 
' 
by 
the 
microcomputer based, additional graphic cards may need to be 
installed, and these may or may not be included in the price 
of the software. Generally, the trend in the animation 
field is toward installation on stand alone microcomputers 
[ 9] • 
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IV - Test Problem 
IV.1 - Introduction 
This example is taken from a simulation study performed 
for an automotive electronics assembly operation in 
southeastern Pennsylvania. A new plant is being designed 
which includes a printed wire board component insertion 
cell. The three types of boards passing through the cell 
are differentiated by the number of insertion operations. 
Component insertions are performed by four robots shown in 
the layout in Fig. 8, and each robot can handle all three 
product types. 
Process Flow 
The cell consists of six conveyors labeled Conveyor 1 -
( 
6 in the layout. Boards enter the cell at the mean rate of 
1 part every 10 seconds, with an exponential distribution, 
and are transferred to the conveyors with the least number 
of parts waiting before the robot. Boards access the 
continuous belt conveyors 1 and 2, and the conveyors move 
the board to segment 6, where the components are inserted. 
,, 
The boards are then transferred to the transfer station. 
The parts on conveyor 3 are conveyed directly to the 
transfer machine without being worked on. At the transfer 
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machine the parts are routed as shown below in Table 1, and 
Fig. 9. This cell design will eliminate bottlenecking that 
could occur as a result of machine breakdown in a sequential 
From 
Conveyor 1 
Conveyor 2 
Conveyor 3 
To 
Conveyor 4 
Conveyor 4 
Lowest WIP at 
Conveyor 5 or 6 
Table 1 - Product Routing 
CONVEYOR I CONVEYOR 5 
CONVEYOR 3 CONVEYOR 4. 
CONVEYOR 3 / \-----C-0-~-JV_F __ Y_C_R_6 ____ .:..._ 
Fig. 9 - Product Routing 
The mean time between failure for each robot is 240 
minutes, with a uniform distribution. When a robot breaks 
down the boards are evenly allocated among other cells. The 
time to repair a robot is estimated to be uniformly 
distributed between 5 and 10 minutes. The model will be run 
for 1 shift (8 hours) with information being collected on 
n 
the resource utilization, throughput, and time a part spends 
in the cell. 
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V - Software Overview 
. V.l - Introduction 
An overview of the XCELL, PCMODEL, GPSS/PC, SLAM II/PC, 
and SIMAN simulation software packages is given here with 
respect to the performance factors discussed in chapter III. 
Table 2, found at the end of the chapter gives a summary of 
the features of each simulation language. 
V.2 - XCELL 
XCELL is a special purpose factory modeling system 
developed by R. Conway, W.L. Maxwell, J.O. McLain, and s.c 
Worona at Cornell University. The software is a menu driven 
modeling system used to build a "logical" model of a 
manufacturing process [33]. XCELL is designed to for ease 
of learning. In its primary application XCELL permits 
engineers and managers to build their own models, and call 
on a simulation specialist only when a high level of detail 
or complexity in the model is required [33]. 
XCELL represents a "spreadsheet" approach to simulation. 
Two dimensional graphics are used to guide the user through 
the menu driven construction of an XCELL model. A uniform 
grid of cells represents the factory floor, but the symbolic 
graphics representing workcenters do not actually reflect 
the relative size or position of equipment. During the real 
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time animatj.on of the simulation, XCELL does not show the 
,, 
product flow, but displays processing information 
graphically using bar-graphs and color coding: 
.. 
Bar-graphs 
A) Stock currently available in receiving areas 
B) stock accepted at shipping areas 
C) Number of available service personnel in the 
maintenance facilities 
D) Total stock in work in process (WIP) 
Color Coding of Workcells 
A) Busy/Idle 
B) In setup 
C) In maintenance/ Waiting for maintenance 
The input for an XCELL model, as listed in the "XCELL 
Users Manual" [33], is limited to one of five basic building 
blocks. Work Centers where operations are performed. 
Receiving areas where material is input. Shipping areas 
from which finished goods are shipped. Buffers where work-
in-process is stored, and Maintenance Facilities from which 
service teams are sent to repair workcenters, and perform 
scheduled maintenance. The five blocks are manipulated to 
produce· a representation of a manufacturing system. With 
parts starting from Receiving, being transferred to a 
Buffer, being worked on at a Work Centers, and then being 
transferred to Shipping. The Maintenance, arrival rates, 
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processing rates, and part routings are then added to the 
layout. Fig. 10 shows the graphical depiction of an XCELL 
simulation/animation run. 
The output from an XCELL simulation consists of simple 
line graphics, Gantt charts, and a histogram of buffer size. 
Probability distributions whi·o.h are available include the 
constant, uniform, exponential, normal, and the Ramburg-
Schiemeser(R-S) distributions. The R-S distFibution gives 
approximations of lognormal, Weibull, gamma, and beta 
distributions. Error checking is partially on line, as 
XCELL checks for incorrect block sequences as the model is 
being built. The output for analyzing the model is limited, 
and the software provides few tools to aid in the model 
verificati 
Fig. 10 - XCELL Animation 
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XCELL does not offer input or output to othe~ software 
packages. Also it does not offer the user the option of 
increasing model detail through user written subroutines. 
The software runs on an IBM PC or compatible, with 256 K of 
memory, and an enhanced graphic card and display. 
V.3 - PCModel 
Like XCELL, PCModel is a special purpose event 
simulation language which builds models through user 
interactive graphics. Developed in 1982 by Simulation 
Software Systems, PCModel combines a user written simulation 
model with the animation to create a representation of the 
manufacturing system [30]. Created concurrently with the 
animation layout, the simulation model is used to structure 
the logic of the program, and define the routing of entities 
in the animation. 
In PCModel the first step in constructing a model is to 
create a schematic overlay representation of the process 
using a built-in overlay editor. The overlay as shown in 
Fig. 11 is a low resolution character mapped representation 
of the manufacturing system. '1'fie overlay is used as the 
background of the animation. The layout cannot be panned or 
zoomed, but a snapshot of the simulation state can be saved, 
and the pace of the simulation can be controlled. Changes 
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can be made to the simulation while it is running to observe 
changes in process parameters and workpiece attributes. 
Fig. 11 - PCModel Overlay 
The second step in constructing a model is to use the 
editor supplied to specify the route that a part will 
follow, along with the delays the object will experience at 
various positions along the route. The route description 
and logic flow is defined using PCModel control statements. 
The user cannot write subroutines in the PCModel controi 
'·· 
statements, or any other computer language. The line editor 
used to write the control statements is not user-interactive 
as it does not prompt the use~rfor information, and does not 
check for errors when commands are keyed in. A trace is 
available, but a hard copy of the trace cannot be made. 
PCModel does not show the location where logic or syntax 
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errors occur, and does not give suggestions to resolve 
errors. 
The only statistics collected by PCModel are the 
utilization of resources. . ;., Other than this, the user has to 
specify a procedure in the control statements to collect and 
calculate statistics of interest. Statistics cannot be 
represented graphically, but a utility program is provide to 
convert PCModel output statistics into a LOTUS 123 
compatible data file. PCModel provides uniform, normal, and 
exponential distributions, but discrete and continuous 
distributions·must be custom built. 
V.4 - GPSS/PC 
GPSS/PC is an interactive implementation of the General 
Purpose Simulation System language designed for 
microcomputers. Unlike other languages, GPSS/PC is an 
/----~ implementation of an existing l~~~i'guage GPSS, developed at 
IBM in 1961. 
Model building is aided by interactive help functions 
and error checking. Using an on-line text editor, the user 
can "troubleshoot" a program through help functions. A 
keystroke error prevention function is also available in the 
editor. If a key is hit that creates an incorrect syntax, 
the keystroke is rejected. A pointer to the error in the 
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statement appears on the screen, and the user can edit the 
command. Additionally, when enough characters have been 
(t... 
entered to define a GPSS/PC command uniquely. Pressing the ~j 1 
space bar will ~omplete entering the rest of the command . 
.. 
When debugging logic errors GPSS/PC gives the location where 
the error occurred, and information on causes of the error. 
Run time interaction features of GPSS/PC such as the 
plot command allow the modeler to view important variables 
as~the simulation progresses. Like other interactive 
debuggers, the user can stop a simulation run, make 
corrections, and resume without recompiling the simulation. 
Another important runtime feature is the "manual" 
simulation. This powerful and flexible feature allows the 
modeler to route active entities through queues, or machine 
breakdowns as desired. The user can also insert and delete 
lines and resume execution directly from the debugger. 
These features allow for excellent control of the 
simulation. 
According to Springer Cox of Minuteman Software [6], 
GPSS/PC V2 has added interactive graphics and animation to 
the software. Released in early 1988, the graphics package 
uses character mapped graphics representing program 
statements to build a model. The animation is a post-
processed animation played back after the simulation run is 
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complete. The animation features a collision prevention 
mode that detects and prevents collisions of material 
handling devices, and a controller that allows the user to 
adjust speed and accelerations of material handling devices 
during the postprocessed animation. 
The GPSS/PC software generates a standard output file 
automatically. The output report produces such standard 
data as starting and ending simulation time, utilization 
rates, etc. The language does not have the capability of 
generating non-standard statistics. The output can be 
generated as a plot or table, but GPSS/PC cannot generate 
bar-charts or histograms. 
User subroutines cannot be written in the current 
version of GPSS/PC, but this capability is planned in future 
releases. GPSS/PC runs on an IBM PC or compatible with 256K 
of memory, and the animation add on requires an enhanced 
graphics card and display. 
V.5 - SLAM II/PC 
Dennis Pegden and Alan Pritsker developed SLAM, the 
Simulation Language for Alternative Modeling in 1979. SLAM 
II/PC was released in 1981 by Pritsker and Associates of 
West Lafayette, Indiana. SLAM II/PC has the capability of 
building, running, and analyzing simulation models using: 
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network models, discrete event models, continuous models, or 
any combination of the three [23]. 
The network models developed in SLAM graphically portray 
the model statements, and allow the user to visualize the 
program as a flow diagram. The process of building a SLAM 
• • 
network model consists of choosing the symbols which 
represent the process, and combining them in a diagram which 
represents entity flow. An exampl.a of the network approach 
to modeling in SLAM is shown in Fig. 12. 
Discrete event and continuous models differ from their 
network counterparts in that the user is required to supply 
FORTRAN subprograms containing model compo.nents such as 
event subroutines and differential equations. A FORTRAN 
compiler is required to link the appropriate user written 
routines, SLAM library, and FORTRAN math libraries. 
Discrete event subroutines are often required to gain a 
level of detail not available in network modeling. Most 
models built with SLAM are not strictly d-iscrete or network 
models, but a combination of both [23] • 
0. 
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Fig. 12 - SLA11 II/PC Net~vork Model 
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SLAM II does not have interactive input capability or an 
internal line editor. The trace is a helpful debugging 
tool. Error statements do not give the location of the 
error, and support documentation does not list possible 
causes and remedies of the error. The documentation that is 
of great support to SLAM II is a textbook written by 
Pritsker and Pegden [23]. The textbook mixes the concepts 
and basics of simulation with actual SLAM programming. 
The user can write subprograms in FORTRAN only, and the 
output files are compatible with the LOTUS 123 software. 
SLAM II is capable of plotting histograms of parts flow, or 
time dependent variables. It does not have the capability 
to generate bar-charts, tables, or correlation graphs. 
A Material Handling Extension (MHEX) to SLAM II was 
released in 1986, this addresses some of the problems of 
handling movements in a simulation model. The MHEX offers 
elements to simulate devices which follow fixed paths. 
These include overhead cranes, stacker cranes, and AGVS. 
SLAM II/PC Animation System is sold as a separate 
package from SLAM II, and is capable of generating limited 
animations. Commands must be embedded in the SLAM 
simulation model to support the animation. The post 
processed animation is a high-resolution bit-mapped graphics 
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display generated through a mouse driven graphics package. 
A static background representing objects that do not move 
such as walls or aisles is created in the animation. The 
Animator Library containing over 40 support routines is then 
applied to the simulation model to direct and route the 
entities during the animation. Pan and zoom functions 
magnify portions of the screen. Background screens may be 
updated concurrently, and up to 225 additional screens may 
be loaded into video memory from disk. 
Animations are restricted by the simulation model size 
and SLAM II/PC Animation has limited database functionality. 
These two drawbacks limit the functionality of the animation 
package to models with restricted detail. It should be 
noted that Pritsker and Associates supply the animation and 
simulation support package TESS for use on mainframes and 
minicomputers such as SUN workstations. Since TESS does not 
run on a personal computer it is not discussed in this 
paper. 
V.6 - SIMAN 
SIMAN, the general purpose Simulation ANalysis program 
was developed by Dennis Pegden in 1982. Like SLAM, ·the 
-- ----- ------. -- - -~-
modeling framework/ of SIMAN allows component models based on 
three distinct modeling orientations. For discrete systems, 
either a process or event orientation can be used. the event 
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orientation is similar to SLAM network models, while proc 
modeling involves user written FORTRAN programming [22]. 
Continuous change systems are modeled with special SIMAN 
commands, and algebraic or differential equations. 
Unlike most simulation languages, SIMAN stresses the 
distinction between the system model and experiment frame. 
As discussed in chapter 2, the system model contains the 
description of the system that is to be analyzed, while the 
experimental frame specifies the conditions under which the 
simulation model will be run. Although this separation 
' , ~·., 
requires two more steps in the ·compilation procedure, it 
allows great flexibility for analyzing multiple 
configurations and process parameters for the same model. 
SIMAN uses block diagrams to depict the flow of entities 
through an event orientated system. As shown in Fig. 13 
the shape of the block indicates its function, and the 
routing of entities is described using arrows connecting the 
blocks. The two basic methods of entering block data are 
"batch" format, and using the BLOCKS program. The batch 
mode consists of using a self-provided text editor to enter 
the block statements that form the model. The BLOCKS 
program is a separate program that allows the user to build 
the actual block diagram using interactive display graphics. 
The block diagram is then converted into the SIMAN code. 
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The ELEMENTS program, also sold 
separately, builds the experimental 
frame by reading the model file, and 
prompting the user to input the 
process parameters for the equipment 
and distributions specified in the 
model file. An example would be when 
a conveyor is used in the model, 
ELEMENTS will prompt the user for 
distances, speeds, or starting and 
ending points. Unlike BLOCKS, ELEMENTS 
also checks syntax errors. 
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The error checking in SIT1A.N lists 
the line the error occurred in the 
program, and the support documentation 
lists possible causes an~ remedies for 
the error. SIMAN also in-eludes an 
interactive debugger that allows the 
l,It'1TC1) 
' 
--
Fig. 13 - SII-1AN Block Diagram 
specified locations during execution, or stop the simulation 
when specific conditions occur. Users can write their own 
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FORTRAN or PASCAL subroutines and output can be converted 
into a LOTUS 123 fil,e.t I ,, 
\ 
'•s~ 
Also included in SIMAN is an Output Processor in which 
the user can view simulation results in various ways. The 
results can be viewed as bargraphs, histograms, 
correlograms, and one or two variables on an XY plot. The 
output Processor also performs confidence intervals, 
standard deviations, and analysis of variances (ANOVA). 
Another optional program, PLAYBACK, animates the output by 
displaying bargraphs of the system status while the 
simulation is running. 
SIMAN permits macro submodels to be developed that 
represent a set of two or more similar yet distinctive 
workcenters. For example, parallel lines are functionally 
equivalent, but may differ by type of machines or buffer 
sizes. These parallel lines can be modeled by a single 
macro, instead of modeling each line separately. Another 
feature is the material handling components which enable the 
user to easily model conveyors, cranes, robots, etc. 
to SIMAN is the conveyor block whicb,,represents 
• Unique 
characteristics difficult to model such continuous and 
intermittent movement, access and departure points, and 
speeds. 
• 
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CINEMA is the general purpose animation designed to work 
with SIMAN. With the exception of a few commands, The SIMAN 
model is constructed without special consideration for 
whether it will be used with an animation. The CINEMA 
program is then used to construct the animation layout. 
After the SIMAN model and CINEMA model layout are created, 
they are linked together to create the real time animation. 
The development of the animation is performed using a 
mouse and a pull-down menu driven graphics package. Layouts 
can also be developed in graphics packages such as AUTOCAD 
or AUTOSKETCH and imported into CINEMA. The static 
background is created first in the layout. Next, the 
( 
dynamic componenfs are created which represent all objects 
that move during the animation such as workparts, material 
handling devices, and workers. The routing of the entities 
and active/inactive representation of machines are finally 
superimposed on the static background, and the animation is 
ready to be linked with the simulation model. By specifying 
a command in the SIMAN experimental file, the CINEMA/SIMAN 
linking is performed when the model and experimental files 
are linked together. 
Runtime features include speed control, zooming, 
panning, and snapshots which allow the user to save an 
animation screen and system state, and retrieve it at any 
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time during runs. CINEMA can also print a screen 
representation at any time during the animation. Bar-graphs 
and pie-charts are displayed in real time during the 
animation to represent variables such as time or utilization 
rates. 
• 
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VI Simulation Language Tests 
VI.1 - Introduction 
To evaluate the simulation software packages with 
respect to each other, a rating scheme based on performance 
factors has been developed. This rating scheme is outlined 
in this chapter, along with explanations for the scoring 
criteria. 
VI.2 - Rating Scheme 
The performance factors identified for rating the five 
simulation software packages were identified and discussed 
in chapter 3. As mentioned earlier, the factors are of two 
types, either subjective or quantitative. Subjective 
factors are based on judgement and scoring for the 
quantitative factors will be based on the benefit of the 
factor being evaluated relative to the rest of the packages. 
Weighting the performance factors was achieved by assigning 
a higher score total to such critical factors as statistical 
processing or timed runs, and less importance to factors 
such as syntax or batch input capability. Explanations for 
what constitutes a value of o to 100 in scoring is given in 
Appendix A. 
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The quantitative factors are numeric factors including 
such factors as speed, and number of compilation steps. The 
simulation language with the best performance is given a 
score of 1 with the other languages scored relative to the 
best performing language. This is performed by dividing the 
best quantitative result by the quantitative result for the 
language under evaluation. The result is then multiplied by 
a weighting factor to obtain the total score. 
The scores are then added together to obtain a ranking 
of the 5 languages. It should be stressed that many of the 
subjective factors are biased by the type of test problem, 
and will vary with different 1 users, applications, and levels 
of detail required for the proposed simulation models. 
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~ VII - Future Simulation Improvements 
VII. 1 - Introduction 
This chapter discusses the effect Qf improvements in 
\ 
hardware, software integration, and animation upon future 
simulation languages. The application of artificial 
intelligence and expert system techniques to simulation will 
also be discussed. 
VII. 2 - Hardware 
With the availability of low cost, high performance desk 
top computers, users have raised their expectations for 
software functionality, speed, and ease of use. James 
Erickson of Wal verine Software [ 13] believes that these user 
expectations create pressures on software developers to 
harness these improved hardware capabilities. Dennis 
Pegden, president of Systems Modeling Corporation [ 13 J, 
states, "As memory limitations disappear on personal 
computers, the vast majority of future simulations will be 
performed on desktop computers." In the 1970 's most 
simulation required mainframes to run models, but with the 
use of personal computers the cost of running a simulation 
model has decreased substantially. , The simulation software 
companies that can take advantage of rapidly improving 
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personal computer capabilites will maintain a dominance of 
future simulation markets. 
VII.3 - Integration 
Simulation systems have evolved to the point where the 
output from a simulation model is frequently used as direct 
input to another software package [13]. With the increasing 
integration, users will require simulation software that 
provides database management and other data manipulation. 
Software which can manage the integration of simulation with 
MRP, scheduling, and CAD/CAM packages will be the choice of 
future users who need simulation packages that are 
integrated across the manufacturing function rather than 
being used for isolated decision making. 
VII.4 - Animation 
The animation capability of simulation software has 
dramatically improved in the last part of the 1980's [26]. 
Although animation is used on a minority of applications, 
and is currently viewed as an extra, this situation will 
change as users realize the benefits of animation as a 
verification and communication tool. With the increased use 
of animation for presentations, the hemand will increase for 
I 
high level graphics. Users will also require that animation 
packages be compatible with current CAD software. 
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VII.4 - Application of Artificial Intelligence 
'. 
Artificial intelligence tools show their greatest 
promise for simulation applications in the areas that 
require decision making, and user assistance. The current 
. simulation languages offer limited capabilities for 
representation of complex behavior and the decision making 
encountered in many manufacturing situations [24]. 
Presently applications of AI technology in simulation are 
limited. However simulation users will eventually see AI 
techniques easing programming efforts, and increasing 
productivity. This section will briefly discuss the 
fundamental concepts of artificial intelligence, and the 
present and potential applications to the simulation 
environment. 
The field of artificial intelligence is concerned with 
understanding how human beings acquire, organize, store, and 
use knowledge. Robert Shannon of Texas A&M University [26] 
describes two classes that AI research has fallen into as: 
w 
1) Replication of natural human capabilities. Includes 
such areas as language processing, natural language 
database query, vision, reasoning, and sensory analysis. 
This class of application is used primarily in areas of 
process automation and robotics. 
2) Replication.of learned skill and expertise. Attempt 
to provide access to a person's knowledge through 
interaction with the computer. Ref erred to as expert 
systems, these applications reproduce human decisions 
through accurate knowledge representation. 
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Within the first class, the application of natural 
language processing to simulation has the greatest 
potential. Shannon [26] outlines two problems that have 
resulted in a significant research effort into natural 
language processing. The first, is that programming 
languages are not designed to facilitate communication with 
the user. Secondly, there is a reluctance of new users to 
learn traditional programming. If the goal of allowing 
virtually anyone to use specialized simulation languages is 
to be met, a friendlier user interaction is needed. Some 
simulation languages provide special model construction 
packages which help the user build the model through the use 
of interactive graphic icons and menus which represent 
program statements. These icons are then automatically 
converted to model statements. The model construction 
packages help inexperienced users write programs, but are 
often too slow and inflexible for experienced users. 
The second class of AI applications fall under the field 
of expert systems, and offer the most direct applications to 
simulation. Peter Jackson [11] defines knowledge 
representation as "the concern with the way large bodies of 
knowledge can be stored in data structures." Separate from 
the knowledge representation is an inference engine which 
extracts knowledge from the data structures. What makes 
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simulation languages and expert systems similar is that they 
each use a modular representation for the system under 
i 
study, with an inference engine that drives this 
representation. In a broad sense, the separation of 
( 
~ parameter and model files, as discussed in chapter 1, 
divides the knowledge representation (parameter file) form 
the inference engine (model file). 
Another application of expert systems is the 
representation of logic in the simulation model through 
rules and conditional logic. Expert System "production 
rules'' that use the IF-THEN decision tree logic can be used 
to support areas such as: statistical analysis, model 
debugging, and model representation. Statistical analysis 
can be enhanced through an expert system that identifies 
critical variables needed to validate the model, and then 
automatically perform hypothesis tests for model 
verification. An expert system error processor could 
identify errors with a database containing frequently caused 
errors and the modelers historical data. 
Although primitive at this point, many of these AI 
techniques are presently, in one form or another, in 
simulation languages. As these techniques are implemented 
into.simulation languages they will make simulation a more 
effective and user friendly environment. 
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VIII - Conclusions 
VIII. 1 - Introduction 
This research was conducted for the purpose of learning 
how to compare simulation languages. The major findings of 
this research are presented here. 
VIII. 2 - Findings 
The five simulation languages compared in this study can 
model almost all manufacturing situations. The major 
differences between them fall into three categories: 
1) Detail attained. 
2) Eff art to build a model. 
3) Validation and presentation. 
The first category is concerned with the detail that can 
be gained in a simulation model. The XCELL and PCModel 
software are special purpose simulation software designed 
primarily for manufacturing situations. These special 
purpose languages are the easiest to learn and use 
initially, but the models do not have the level of detail 
necessary to perform an accurate simulation study. With the 
general purpose simulation languages, GPSS, SLAM, and SIMAN, 
the level of detail is chosen by the user. Additionally, 
SLAM, and SIMAN have continuous simulation capability. 
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Using XCELL and PCModel, it appears as if the special 
purpose simulation languages analyzed here sacrifice ease of 
use for quality of the simulation models. 
The second category covers features ranging from syntax 
to debugging capability. The most tedious activity in a 
simulation study is model debugging. It can be both 
frustrating and time consuming. The features that alleviate 
the frustration include interactive debuggers, good error 
documentation, and real time animation capability. SIMAN 
had the most error documentation, and SIMAN and GPSS/PC had 
the most powerful interactive debuggers. GPSS/PC and SLAM 
II/PC do not have real time animation systems, so errors can 
not be discovered in the model through animation, until 
after a run was complete. 
The third category is concerned with activities 
performed after the simulation model is complete. Model 
validation is time consuming, and if it is performed 
incorrectly, the wrong interpretation will result. A 
language with a good output processor that generates the 
needed statistics lessens the burden of model validation. 
The presentation of a simulation study often determines the 
success of a proposal. A simulation package should prepare 
the output needed for a presentation, and not require the 
user to export data to a graph package. Animation portrays 
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the results of a simulati.on to a viewer in a manner that can 
be easily understood, although this is not always necessary. 
It is important in this aspect to have an animation package 
that can create lifelike representations of the simulation 
model.',; 
VIII.3 - Scoring Results 
The performance factor scoring for the simulation 
languages is shown in Table 3. The totals are as follows. 
XCELL 
PCmodel 
GPSS/PC 
SLAM II 
SIMAN 
-
-
-
-
-
790 
800 
868 
912 
1268 
SIMAN and SLAM II/PC scored consistently higher than the 
other languages because they provide more features in their 
software, and have the flexibility of permitting programming 
at different levels of skill. In SIMAN, the novice 
programmer can use BLOCKS and ELEMENTS, while more advanced 
users can write their own subroutines to increase the detail 
in the model. The user-orientated format of XCELL, and 
PCModel are initially very easy to use, but after working 
with both systems for a length of time programming becomes 
tedious and slow as the user waits for system prompts. 
Real-time animation systems are better for model 
debugging and validation than post processed animation 
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systems. It is difficult to validate a model with post 
processed animations, because the user has to wait until the 
model has run before he can view the animation. Bit mapped 
animation systems have resolution and graphical capabilities 
that a~ far superior to character mapped graphics. 
Although more expensive, bit mapped graphics create a much 
superior animation that can be understood easily in a 
presentation. 
VIII.4 - Implications 
Simulation software is developing rapidly. With the 
advances in microcomputer hardware a simulation user must be 
aware of performance factors that take advantage of new 
technologies. The user must also be aware of the changing 
role of simulation, as simulation can be relied upon 
increasingly upon as a design tool. Finally, by analyzing 
simulation needs together with the performance factors of a 
simulation language, the best choice can be made. 
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A encfix A - Simulntion Scorin 
Factor Score Anchor 
1. Input 
Flexibility 
Interactive 
Capability 
Batch 
Capability 
In tern al 
Line Editor 
External 
Line Editor 
2. Modularity 
3. Syntax 
Readable 
\Vritable 
1 
0 
None 
0 
None 
0 
None 
0 
None 
0 
None 
0 
Hard to decipher 
language 
0 
Need to \V r i t e o u t 
statements in full 
75 
40 
Fully interactive. System 
prompts for information and 
checks spelling and syntax 
30 
0 
Has batch input capability 
30 
Po\verf ul and easv to use 
-
Pro gr J ms ca n be \V r i t t c n 
with popuiJr editors 
50 
Language has both vertical 
and horizontal modularity 
20 
Self documenting, Synonym 
capabilit~l 
:o 
Declarations c:in be dcfJu!tcd 
Factor 
Ambiguity 
4. Model 
Compiling 
5. Model 
Debugging 
Error 
Information 
Trace 
Function 
Interactive 
Debugger 
0 
A word can have 
two different 
• 
meanings 
Score Anchor 
20 
Unique statements 
50 
-
Minimum number of steps of the 5 languages 
Number of steps needed for this.language 
0 60 
-··-------------------......... 
Does not give 
information about 
the error 
0 
0 
None 
,!')':·' ., 
'~:~·r 
Gives error loca t'ion. 
Suggest ways to fix 
the error 
40 
Has trace function that can 
be printed 
80 
Can interrupt simulation 
runs, change parameters, 
view stats, and continue 
. 
exec·ut1on. 
• 
-----.,.--.-----------------,--------------:----:--~-------·-----
6. Statistical 
Processing 
Distributions 
· St3.tistics on 
Elements in 
the System 
0 
None. 
0 
None 
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, 
i. 
90 
Supplies a wide variety of 
distributions, and allows the 
to ct·efine their own 
50 
Capable of collecting and 
reporting statistics on 
system varia blcs 
.. 
,.J 
'·" 
. . 
I 
' 
Factor 
7. 
Statistics on 
Elements in 
the System 
Grap ical 
Ana ysis 
• • 
n1mat1on 
Model 
Interaction 
Runtime 
Features 
Layout 
Development 
Processing 
8. Interfaces 
Sof t\varc 
0 
None 
0 
None 
0 
Need to embed 
animation state-
ments in the 
simulation model 
.0 
None 
0 
Difficult to build 
an accurate layout 
0 
Post pr·ocessed 
0 
None 
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Score Anchor 
50 
Capable of collecting and 
reporting sta tistic·s on 
system variables 
90 
Capable of generating quality 
barcharts, histograms, plots 
and tables 
70 
Little animation programming 
required 
60 
Lo\v delay time, has step 
function, time advance, speed 
control, statistical vic\ving 
snapshots, and print 
capabilities 
50 
Uses a mouse, high graphical 
diversity, zooming, panning, 
and CAD interfaces. 
50 
R ea l time an i 1n a ti on 
50 
Can interface \vith n1:3.nv 
sof t\vare packages as both 
inputs and outputs 
.. , 
.· 
Factor 
Subroutines 
9. Situation 
Capabilities 
Features 
::.:r--
Material 
Handling 
Network 
Analysis 
Continuous 
11odeling 
Capabilities 
Scheduling 
10. Run Speed 
11. Language 
Documentation 
' I .. 
Score Anchor 
0 
None 
0 
None 
0 
None 
0 
None 
0 
None 
100 
50 
Can write subroutines to 
model detail 
60 
Features to model distances 
AGVS, conveyors, cranes, and 
transporters #' 
20 
Easy to use attributes, and 
wide variety of distributions 
60 
Functions to model time 
dependent variables 
10 
Easv to use user defined .... 
rules ·r or inputting jobs 
into the system 
Minimum run time for all 5 languages 
Run time for language being tested 
0 
:V1in im~l Documcn-
ta tion. Difficult 
to fallow, and 
learn language 
/ 
78 
60 
Easy to f ollo\v, well 
documented tutorials, 
and quick reference 
,' 
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